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1．Introduction
The Mūlamadhyamakakārikā (MMK), written by Nāgārjuna (ca. 1502501), was interpreted by different Indian commentators such as the author
of Akutobhayā (Nāgārjuna?), *Pin
̇ gala, Buddhapālita, Bhāviveka, Candrakīrti and others. During the second period of Buddhist History in Tibet, known
as the later diffusion (

phyi dar), i.e. from late 10th century down-

wards, many scholars from Tibet came to Kaśmīr to study Buddhist
Philosophy and Sanskrit Language under different Indian pan. d. itas. One of
those scholars was Pa tshab Nyi ma grags (1055-ca. 1145 2), who became
later one of the famous translators,

lo tsa ba in Tibetan, with his

great contribution to translating a good number of Madhyamka works
including MMK and Prasannapadā (PSP), together with various other
works.
Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs commentary on the MMK was recently
discovered and published in the bKa' gdams manuscripts by the Peltsek
Institute for Ancient Tibetan Manuscripts in Lhasa3. The text is included in
the eleventh volume of the series as a facsimile edition written in
dbu med script. The discovery of the manuscript has cast a new light on the
recent scholarly discussion and initiated new approaches to elucidating the
history of Tibetan translation of MMK and other Madhyamaka treatises.
Ye 2019, 335-336, Seyfort Ruegg 1981, 4-6 (n. 11), Saito 1984, xxii, 2007, 153.
Yoshimizu 2009/2010, 443.
3 bKa´ gdams gsung ´bum phyogs bsgrigs glegs bam bcu gcig pa bzhugs, vol. 11,
dPal brtsegs bod yig dpe rnying zhib ´jug khang, 2006.
1
2
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The aim of this paper is to introduce the material along with the first
observations made while working on the edition of the manuscript
, dBu ma rtsa ba'i

4

shes rab kyi ti ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed pa zhes bya ba, titled
“Commentary on the Prajñā-[nāma] -Mūlamadhyamaka [-kārikā], i.e.,
treatise titled ‘The Illuminating Lamp’”. Composed of 52 folios in total, the
manuscript might also bring a clear light to the discussion on the
Svātantrika and Prāsan
̇ gika distinction, including a hitherto unsolved
question when, by whom, and in what respects the two appellations were
first introduced.
2．Pa tshab Nyi ma grags and his translation work
An overview based on the various research works carried out on Pa tshab
Nyi ma gragsʼs date, life, and translation work by different scholars such as
Seyfort Ruegg, Lang, Yoshimizu, Dreyfuss, MacDonald and others, is
briefly presented here.
Date and life
Pa tshab Nyi ma grags5 was born in the year 1055(?)6 in
the region of

sPa tshab, in

'Phan yul in Tibet.7 As mentioned by Seyfort Ruegg8,
'Phan yul

he was also known as

rGyal lha khang pa Zhang Pa tshab Nyi ma grags, named after his

sic; read
For the spelling of the name sPa-tshab Ñi-ma-grags in the Blue Annals, see
Roerich 1976, 341, Deb ther sngon po, cha 7b4-8a2, which accords with the place
4
5

name sPa-tshab.
6 Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 44.
7 Shākya mchog ldan gser mdog pan chen, dBu ma’i byung tshul, 13a3, see Seyfort
Ruegg 2000, 44, Roerich 1949, 341.
8 Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 45 (n. 89).
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monastery in the region of Phan

'Phan, a valley close to the north of

Lhasa. According to Yoshimizu and Nemoto in their recently published
dBu ma tshig gsal gyi ti ka by

edition of

Zhang Thang sag pa 'Byung gnas ye shes9, Pa tshab Nyi
ma grags is tentatively dated from 1055? to 1145?, but not yet confirmed.
He spent twenty-three years in Kaśmīr where he studied Sanskrit and
Buddhist Philosophy under his teachers Sūksmajana, Parahitabhadra,
̇
Mahāsumati and Bhavyarāja.10 Pa tshab Nyi ma grags showed great
interest in the works of Candrakīrti. During Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs time
in Kaśmīr, he worked together with scholars like Mahāsumati ( /Hasumati), Sūksmajana, Kanakavarman and Tilakakalaśa. The estimated time that
̇
Pa tshab Nyi ma grags spent in Kaśmīr, can be dated from 1077/78 to 1101.
The Indian scholars Kanakavarman and Tilakakalaśa accompanied him to
Tibet.11 Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs contemporary
rNgog lo tsa ba Blo ldan shes rab12 (1059-1109) had arrived earlier to
Kaśmīr 13.
Later Pa tshab Nyi ma grags returned to Tibet and, as will be referred
to in the following section, he translated Nāgārjunaʼs Mūlamadhyamakakārikā and Candrakīrtiʼs commentary titled Prasannapadā, Madhyamakāvatāra, and Catuh. śataka, on which he partly commented in the recently
discovered manuscripts.14 Beside his immense contribution to the
translation work executed with his Indian collaborators, Pa tshab Nyi ma
grags was the main teacher for the study of Nāgārjunaʼs treatises in
Central Tibet15. Pa tshab Nyi ma grags had four main disciples, called his
9

Yoshimizu and Nemoto 2013, viii.

Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 44.
Lang 1990, 134.
12 Dram Dul, 2004.
13 Lang 1990, 133ff.
14 see Yonezawa 2019.
10
11
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“four sons,

bu bzhi”16 :

Zhang Thang 'Byung
rMa bya Byang chub brtson 'grus,

gnas ye shes,

gTsang pa Sar sbos and
Rin chen

grags.17

Dar yul ba

In his later years Pa tshab Nyi ma grags gained fame and
Phya pa Chos kyi seng ge

taught even to students from
(1109-1169) as Tauscher

mentioned.18

Translation work
The translations in Kaśmīr were conducted in the
sBas pa temple, the

Ratnaguptavihāra19

Rin chen

in the city of

Grong khyer chen po dPe med *Anupamamahāpura20, todayʼs Śrinagar. As
mentioned in the colophons Pa tshab Nyi ma grags translated in collaboration with Sūksmajana Āryadevaʼs Catuh. śatakakārikā21 (CŚ) along with
̇
Candrakīrtiʼs Catuh. śatakat. īkā 22 (CŚT).23 With Mahāsumati (/ Hasumati)
̇
he translated Candrakīrtiʼs Prasannapadā 24(PSP), the commentary on the
MMK. Further, Pa tshab Nyi ma grags translated in collaboration with
Tilakakalaśa Candrakīrtiʼs Madhyamakāvatāra 25 (MA) and Madhyamakāvatārabhās. ya 26 . Later, he revised his work with Kanakavarman back in
Vose 2009, 45.
Shākya mchog ldan gser mdog pan chen, dBu ma’i byung tshul, 13a6.
17 Roerich 1949, 343.
15
16

Tauscher 1999, VII-IX. See also Ruegg 2000, 139-40, 55, van der Kuijp 1993, 193
(n. 14), Vose 2009, 53-55.
19 Naudou 1980, 210.
20 Naudou 1980, 208.
21 D3846, P5246.
22 D3865, P5266.
18

Lang 1990, 134.
D3860, P5260. For Skt. editions see de la Vallee Poussin 1903-13 and MacDonald
2015.
25 P5261, 'a 225b7-245a2.
26 D3862, 'a 220b1-348a7, P5263, 'a 245a2-.
23
24
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Tibet in the

Ra mo che temple in Lhasa27. Pa tshab Nyi ma grags also

revised the earlier translation of the MMK28 which had been rendered by
Kluʼi rgyal mtshan29, in collaboration with Mahāsumati
(/ Hasumati) and then revised it again with Kanakavarman. They worked
snga dar translation of Ratnāvalī 30.

also on the revision of the earlier

With the scholar Muditāśrī Pa tshab Nyi ma grags translated Nāgārjunaʼs
Yuktis. as. .tikākārikā 31 and, according to the Deb ther sngon po 32 , he also
partially revised Candrakīrtiʼs Śūnyatāsaptativr. tti 33 .34 K. Lang mentioned
that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags beside Madhyamaka studies and translation
work, taught and translated also the commentary by Candrakīrti on the
Guhyasamājatantra.35 Yonezawa36 mentioned that Jayānanada with Pa
Khu mDo sde 'bar translated

tshab Nyi ma grags and

Dīpam
̇ karaśrījñānaʼs Mahāsūtrasamuccaya 37 . Vose has emphasized that
Jayānanada did not use Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs translation of Candrakīrtiʼs
Madhyamakāvatāra and Prasannapadā while translating his own commentary on these texts into Tibetan.38
Yoshimizu here reports that Zhang Thang sag pa, one of the four
27
28

D3861, 'a 201b1-219a7, P5262, 'a 245a2-264b8.
Prajñā-nāma-Mūlamadhyamakakārikā, D3824, tsa 1b1-19a6, P5224, tsa 1b1-

22b2.
29 Saito 1986, 486.
see Hahn 1982.
YSK, D 3825, tsa 20b1-22b6, P 5225, tsa 22b2-25a7.
̇
32 ʼGos lo tsā ba gZhon nu dpal, Bod kyi yul du chos dang chos smra ba ji ltar byung
ba’i rim pa Deb ther sngon po. Lokesh Chandra (ed.), Śatapitaka Series 212. New
̇ ̇
Delhi 1974.
33 D3867, ya 267a1-336b7, P 5268, ya 305b5-381b5, see also Erb 1990 and 1997.
30
31

Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 44 ff.
Lang 1990, 135.
36 Yonezawa 2019, 40.
37 Mahāsūtrasamuccaya, D3961, P 5356.
38 Vose 2009, 54.
34
35
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disciples of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags instead used the new translation by Pa
tshab Nyi ma grags.39 Yoshimizu mentioned about the close relation
between Pa tshab Nyi ma grags and Zhang Thang 'Byung gnas ye shes40
and she points out that Zhang Thang sag pa used Pa tshab Nyi ma grags
revised translation of the Prasannapadā and likewise of the Madhyamakāvatāra 41 . Further more she mentioned that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags used
specific names for two kinds of manuscripts from Kaśmīr (
che'i dpe) and from India

kha

(rgya dpe)42 in his explanation of the third

text of this collection

43

Tshig gsal ba'i dka' ba

bshad pa, “Explanation of the Difficult Points in [Candrakīrti’s] Prasannapadā” (55aR1-88aL10) Yoshimizu points out that the latter manu(rgya dpe) might be equal to the mentioned text

script (

, (nyi 'og shar phyogs kyi dpe), “the manuscript from the
eastern border land”. Earlier it was mentioned by Seyfort Ruegg 44 that this
manuscript was the main text Pa tshab Nyi ma grags and Kanakavarman
worked on, while translating the Madhyamakāvatāra (MA) and
Madhyamakāvatārabhās. ya (MABh), where it is also mentioned in the
colophons.45
MacDonald46 contributed with a deep insight on textual citation and
how Pa tshab Nyi ma grags might have translated the Madhyamaka works
from Sanskrit.

Yoshimizu
Yoshimizu
41 Yoshimizu
42 Yoshimizu
39
40

43

2013, xii, (n. 35).
2013, xii, 2018.
2018, xiii.
2016b, 654.

colophon 88a9:

Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 45.
Yoshimizu 2016b, 654 (n. 36).
46 MacDonald 2015b.
44
45
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3．The text
The recently discovered text materials from the later period of the
diffusion of Buddhism in Tibet, known as

phyi dar, provide indeed

further insights about the transmission of Madhyamaka thought in Tibet.
During that time Tibetan scholars went to India to study Sanskrit and
Buddhist Philosophy. What they brought back was the knowledge of the
treatises they studied in Sanskrit. As a result of their learning in Kaśmīr,
earlier translations were revised and a number of new translations were
conducted in this time.
Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs commentary on the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā
(MMK) was recently discovered and published in the bKaʼ gdams
manuscripts by the Peltsek Institute for Ancient Tibetan Manuscripts
(dPal brtsegs bod yig dpe rnying zhib 'jug khang) in Lhasa. Pa tshab Nyi
ma grags being named as the author of several works in the bKaʼ gdams
gsung 'bum might give further insights into this transmission. The text is
located in the eleventh volume of the series and is a facsimile written in
dbu med script (composed of 52 folios in total).
In the compilation of the text material ascribed to Pa thab Nyi ma
grags the following texts are found:
1)

dBu ma

47

rtsa ba'i shes rab kyi ti ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed pa, titled
“Commentary-treatise on the Prajñā-[nāma] Mūlamadhyamaka[-kārikā] titled ‘The Illuminating Lamp’” (1a-52bR11)
2)

Le 'brel pa tshab kyi man ngag “Pa tshab [Nyi

ma grags’s] Instructions on the Relation of Chapters [of the MMK] ”
(53aL1-54bR4)
3)
47
48

48

Tshig gsal ba'i dka' ba bshad pa, “Ex-

sic; read
colophon 88a9:
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planation of the Difficult Points in [Candrakīrti’s] Prasannapadā”
(55aR1-88aL10)
4) In the bKa' gdams gsung 'bum another text is also ascribed to Pa
tshab Nyi ma grags:

4 gya pa'i rgya

49

cher bshad pa'i bsdus pa'i don, “Concise Meaning [of Candrakīrti’s]
Extensive Commentary on [Āryadeva’s Treatise of ] Four Hundred
Verses” (1a-5b)
This text-collection50 relates to three of those important Madhyamaka
treatises translated by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags, viz. Mūlamadhyamakakārikā, Prasannapadā, Catuh. śataka, and Madhyamakāvatāra. Here except for
the last treatise, he commented on all of his translated works. Therefore,
further detailed research work has to be done on the above materials since
their authorship has strictly yet to be confirmed.
Recently 51 the publisher Bla rung snga 'gyur dpe tshog of the Nying
ma Institute Larung Gar located at Sertha
autonomous region of Kardze

(gSer rta) in the Tibetan

(dKar mdzes) published the three

main texts ascribed to Pa tshab Nyi ma grags in book format in

dbu

can script titled
dBu ma rtsa ba shes rab kyi .tīka sGgron ma gsal byed
dang Tshig gsal gyi dka' gnad dang spyi sdom bcas 52. This is a contribution
to elucidating the contents of the above Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs work by
making the material readable in

dbu can script. The book edits the

manuscript in various spellings that are modified into Modern Tibetan.

sic; =
Dreyfus and Tsering 2010, Yoshimizu 2016b.
51 the year is not mentioned in the publication
52
Pa tshab lo tsās mdzad, Bla rung snga
49
50

'gyur dpe tshog, 2009 (?), special thanks to Ven. Khenpo Tsultrim Lodrö and the
Larung Gar Institute for kindly providing me a copy of the book.
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While working on the manuscript and comparing it with this edition, I
observed several defects in the published edition. Important information
that might give a deeper insight into the circumstances in which the text
was written down is unfortunately not provided. Inserted text parts are not
always marked with brackets and orthographical variations and abbreviations close to Sanskrit in considerable occasions are not reflected according
to the manuscript. Therefore, taking into consideration of the above
situation of the text, I consider that a new edition which contains all
possible details of the manuscript is indeed necessary.
The content-outlines

(sa bcad) of the entire text entitled
dBu ma

53

rtsa ba'i shes rab kyi ti ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed pa zhes bya ba,
titled “Commentary on the Prajñā-[nāma]-Mūlamadhyamaka [-kārikā], i.e.,
treatise titled ʻThe Illuminating Lampʼ”(1a-52Rb11) are as follows:
1．Introduction

1a-5aR11

2．Chapter 1-27
2.1．Chapter I (Ch.I)

5aR11-17aR10

2.2．Chapter II (Ch. II)

17aR10-19bL4

2.3．Chapter III (Ch. III)

19bL4-20aR4

2.4．Chapter IV (Ch. IV)

20aR4-21aL8

2.5．Chapter V (Ch. V)

21aL8-21bR5

2.6．Chapter VI (Ch. VI)

21bR5-22bR6

2.7．Chapter VII (Ch. VII)

22bR6-26aL8

2.8．Chapter VII (Ch. VIII)

26aL8-27aL4

2.9．Chapter VII (Ch. IX)

27aL4-28aL3

2.10．Chapter X (Ch. X)

28aL4-29bR10

2.11．Chapter XI (Ch. XI)

29bR11-30aR10

2.12．Chapter XII (Ch. XII)

30bL1-31aR9

53

sic; read
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2.13．Chapter XIII (Ch. XIII)

31aR10-32aR2

2.14．Chapter XIV (Ch. XIV)

32aR2- 33aL3

2.15．Chapter XV (Ch. XV)

33aL4-33bR7

2.16．Chapter XVI (Ch. XVI)

33aR8-35aL5

2.17．Chapter XVII (Ch. XVII)

35aL6-37bL8

2.18．Chapter XVIII (Ch. XVIII)

37bL9-38bL9

2.19．Chapter XIX (Ch. XIX)

38bL9-39aR2

2.20．Chapter XX (Ch. XX)

39aR3-41aR6

2.21．Chapter XXI (Ch. XXI)

41aR6-43aL9

2.22．Chapter XXII (Ch. XXII)

43aL10-44bL10

2.23．Chapter XXIII (Ch. XXIII)

44bL11-46aR6

2.24．Chapter XXIV (Ch. XXIV)

46aR7-49bL5

2.25．Chapter XXV (Ch. XXV)

49bL5-51aL7

2.26．Chapter XXVI (Ch. XXVI)

51aL7-51bL3

2.27．Chapter XXVII (Ch. XXVII)

51bL3-52bR11

4．Recent research by contemporary scholars regarding the present
manuscript
So far the recent research on the manuscript was conducted by the
following scholars: Dreyfus and Tsering 54 have introduced and given an
insight into the text material, mentioning the titles and structure of the
collection attributed to Pa tshab Nyi ma grags in the eleventh volume of the
series bKa' gdams manuscripts by the Peltsek Institute for Ancient
Tibetan Manuscripts. They have also emphasized the necessity of further
research.
Yoshimizu has already given introductory details about the text
material attributed to Pa tshab Nyi ma grags55. Her recent publication on
54
55

Dreyfus and Tsering 2009.
Yoshimizu 2013, 2014, 2016a, 2016b, 645 ff.
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Zhang Thang sag paʼs commentary of the Prasannapadā titled dBu ma
tshig gsal gyi tika 56 relates to the subject matter since Zhang Thang sag pa
is known as one of the disciples of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags. She has discussed
different parts of Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs collection in detail and observed
the authorship of the third text “Explanation on the Difficult Points of the
Prasannapadā” (55a-88a)57.
Yonezawa58 contributed recently with his work titled “A Study of the
*Laks. an. at. īkā” where he introduces Pa tshab Nyi ma grags and gives
different insights to the manuscript of *Laks. an. at. īkā that has many parallels
in orthographical and paleographical characteristics to Pa tshab Nyi ma
gragsʼs collection here.
5．Observation on the authorship
Even though the bKa' gdams gsung 'bum ascribes
, dBu ma rtsa ba'i shes rab kyi ti

59

ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed pa zhes bya ba to Pa tshab Nyi ma
grags, the colophon does not clearly state the authorʼs name, but says the
following (Folio 52bR10-52bR11):
60
61

62

63

“The Commentary on the Prajñā-[nāma] -Mūlamadhyamaka [-kārikā],
i.e., treatise titled ʻThe Illuminating Lampʼ which writes down the way of
Yoshimizu, Nemoto and Kano 2018.
Yoshimizu 2016b, 655 (n. 40).
58 Yonezawa 2019.
59
sic; read
56
57

sic; read
sic; read
62
sic; =
63 dBu ma rtsa ba'i shes tab kyi ti ka/ bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed pa zhes bya
ba pand. ita Hasumati'i bshad lugs bris pa rdzogs so// (52bR11)
60
61
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explanation by pan. d. ita Hasumati., is completed.”
The colophon here mentions pan. d. ita Hasumati to whom the explanations of
the text are ascribed to. The name Hasumati might refer to Mahāsumati,
who was already mentioned by Lang 64 as a student of Parahita. Pa tshab
Nyi ma grags is therefore not definitely identified to be the author.65
Inserted note on the title page
Folio 1a contains the name and the content of the text written in two
different handwritings. This title page attributes the text to Pa tshab Nyi
ma grags with an additional note as follows:

Figure 1. title page, Folio 1a

1a

66

67

68
69

The commentary on the Middle [Way] (Madhyamakavr̥ tti) composed
by Master 70 Candrakīrti.
This is not composed by Ācārya Candrakīrti but composed by the
translator, Pa tshab [Nyi ma grags].71
64
65

Lang 1990, 137.
This was earlier already observed by Dreyfus and Tsering 2009, 391.

abbreviated form
sīc
sic but read
68
sīc =
69 Yoshimizu 2014, 184 (n. 7), 'di slob dpon zla grags kyis mdzad pa min par Pa tshab
lo tsas mdzad zin 'dug//'di slob dpon zla grags kyis mdzad pa min par pa tshab lo tsas
66
67

mdzad zin 'dug//
70 abbreviated form

sīc for
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Here it seems that another hand might have later inserted the additional
note, which most properly correctly stated, that the text was written by Pa
tshab Nyi ma grags and not by Ācārya Candrakīrti though the first line in
bigger letters ascribe this text to Ācārya Candrakīrti.
Even though the colophon states pand. ita Hasumati, at this point we
can just presume that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags is the author of the original
which was later copied, as will be shown in the coming section. To this copy
additional notes were later inserted concerning the authorship and content.
6．Orthographical and paleographical characteristics of the manuscript
In the following, the characteristics of the manuscript will be presented in
detail: the usage of numerals, repetitions and insertions in the script,
spellings and abridged writings, the usage of Sanskrit terms, the usage of
the particle

ba, and the usage of “ ་ ”

pa instead of

tsheg and “ ”

shed.
The manuscript shows an uncommon division into two columns: from
the beginning eleven lines per folio in two columns L1-11 (L stands for “left
column”) and R1-11 (R stands for “right column”) are observed. Several
exceptions are visible for example in folio 16aL/16bL which contains only
eight lines in the folio in the left pattern of the two columns or 12bL has
twelve lines (12bL12) instead. Folio 17 continues with the normal pattern
of eleven lines. In folio 16 the numbers are written in words instead of
numerals. In folio 17 usage of numeral is continued.

Figure 2. Folio 3a.

71

different hand, smaller script
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6.1．The Usage of numerals
Throughout the manuscript numbers are abbreviated with the usage of
numerals. Number four looks slightly different from the expected Tibetan
counterpart and it shows a specific character (see below) which does not
match with the common numeral

in Tibetan. It has the shape of a half

circle with a stroke: . In my edition number four is used in the typical form
.

1

gcig

2

gnyis

3

gsum

4

bzhi

Figure 3. Number examples in the script

6.2．Dittographies and insertion in the script
Throughout the manuscript in some parts the text shows errors,
dittographies which show passages being repeated and crossed out (see
example below: 26Lb9/10). These errors might have occurred while the
scribe or copyist repeated a section unintentionally.

Figure 4. Folio 29bL9
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Figure 5. Folio 26bL9/10

Further examples for repeated single words like

(44aL6/7) or

(44bL2/3), are both at the line breaks (see in Figure 6.).

Figure 6. Folio 44bL2/3, repeated single words at the line breaks

On the one hand some parts are crossed out after repetition and on the
other hand inserted lines of the missing text are marked with a cross and
the missing text is inserted between the lines or at the lower margin of the
main manuscript. This might be an evidence for the possibility that the
script was copied from the original and after proof reading mistakes were
corrected and missing parts were inserted. These supplements were
mostly added by the same scribal hand. These dittographies might be
evidence that the manuscript is not the original autograph, but rather a
copy.
Furthermore in folio 1b above the top margin, one sentence is inserted
regarding the content and sources of the text. 1b:
72

The section of the logical works of Madhyamaka is the commentary on
72

sic; read
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the Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, or the Sūtra of the Perfection of Wisdom,
titled Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, that is the sūtra having the meaning of
essence/ heart and that of clear realisation (abhisamaya).

Figure 7. Folio 1bL/R

These supplements are observed throughout the manuscript. The font of
the supplement is often smaller and lighter than the main text. Inserted
notes use numbers as words instead of numerals.
Another example for insertion is observed in folio 10aR11/12: in the
lower margin of the manuscript an additional line is inserted. This line
continues in the following folio 10bR1. It is not clear whether the author or
scribe of the text himself had corrected the manuscript and inserted these
supplements or another writer had inserted the remarks.

Figure 8. Folio 10aR11/12
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Figure 9. Folio 10bL1

Folio 3aL3/4 shows another example for insertion of a word phrase in the
between the lines:

Figure 10. Folio 3aL3/4

6.3．Spellings and abridged writings
Often words are spelled in various ways but they mostly reflect similar
pronunciations. Here are some examples of these spellings:
for

,

for

,

which is close to the more common usage of
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Figure 11. Folio 5aR5

for

Helmut Eimerʼs work Ein Jahrzehnt Studien zur Überlieferung des
Tibetischen Kanjur,73 characterizes abbreviated writings in accordance
with the Tibetan tradition. With reference to Geshey Pema Tsering he
skung yig “hidden

gives two main short writings that are common:

bsdu yig “condensed (/compressed) notation”. The

notations” and

written as

hidden notations like

,

ma is replaced by the

sa
anusvāra sign (Sanskrit letter for m) above the letter . The letters
̇
and ca are hidden and the readers are expected to know them in order to
dissolve the hidden notations as a complete phrase. Further examples for
the hidden notation are
notation

for

or

skung yig are forms where

the anusvāra sign in Sanskrit like
for

for

Eimer 1992, 56 ff.
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ma/m sound is replaced by
,

.

Figure 12. Folio 2aL10

73

for

for

for

,

for

or
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Figure 13a, b. Folio 4aR4:

Figure 14. Folio 1bR5

Regarding the

for

for

bsdu yig “condensed (compressed) notation”:

similar consonants dissolve into the shorthand writing easily because the
double appearing letters are omitted or abbreviated without using intersyllabic point,

tsheg like

instead of

. In underwritten letters at

the end of a line, often abridged writings are observed in order to fit the
word in the line:

Figure 15. Folio5aL7

These methods might have been used to save space on the paper and ink to
abbreviate common expressions when repeatedly appearing. The usage of
the anusvāra sign in Tibetan shows that the author was familiar with
Sanskrit and used this method to abbreviate Tibetan terms.
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6.4．The usage of Sanskrit terms
The following terms written in Tibetan script are used similar to the
Sanskrit terms.
para (3bL8)

para: others

sam
. buta (3aR5)

sam
. buddha: The Fully Awakened One

Figure 16. 3aR5

bu ta pa li taʼi (3bR2) for

Buddhapālita is used

sang rgyas bskyangs in Tibetan.

instead of

Figure 17. Folio 3bR2

For names in general the Sanskrit terms are more often used than the
Tibetan equivalents:

'ba phya kir tis (3bR10) for

Bhavyakīrti (= Bhāviveka, Bhavya)

Figure 18. Folio 3bR10

ede (= ādi) is used for etc., in the sense of
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on.

ede (= ādi) is often used when quotation parts are given: 3bL3,

4aR7, 4bR1/2, 4bR4, 5aL4, 5aR7/8. Sometimes
syllabic point

is used without the inter-

་ tsheg between the consonants.

These words from Sanskrit origin written in Tibetan and the usage of
abbreviations with the anusvāra sign, as observed in the previous section,
show that the author was familiar with Sanskrit.
pa instead of

6.5．The Usage of the particle
The usage of particle

pa instead of

ba

ba is present in the manuscript and

has already been observed by Akira Saito74 in his work on the commentary
of Mūlamadhyamakakārikā by Buddhapālita and his translation and
analysis of Buddhapālitaʼs Mūlamadhyamakavr̥ tti. The usages of the
particle

pa instead of

ba are irregularly and are sometimes

indistinguishable from each other.

74

Figure 19. 5aL3

for

Figure 20. 5bL10

for

Saito 1984, XX introduction.
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6.6．The Usage of tsheg and shed
The inter-syllabic point “ ་ ”

tsheg is always used before “ ”

shad,

vertical stroke and the tsheg after numerals is often omitted. Another sign
similar to the

shad is observed with three vertical points added at the

end of a line. The usage is often reflected as a full stop.

Figure 21. Folio 1bL1

6.7．Palatalisation of ma
Typical spellings for the negation like

mi and

med as

myi and

myed are a significant writing style of manuscripts of the 11th and 12th
century, observed generally in older Dun-huang manuscripts.

Figure 22a, b. 6aL3
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7．Philosophical awareness about the distinction of Prāsan
̇ gika and
Svātantrika

.
In her article titled “Pa tshab Nyi ma grags: the Introduction of Prāsangika
into Tibet”, Lang dated the Svātantrika and Prāsan
̇ gika distinction of the
Mādhyamika school in the 14th century though the foundation of this
distinction was already set in the 5th century by the Indian scholar
Buddhapālita in his commentary on the MMK75 . The first mention of
Svātantrika and Prāsan
̇ gika as schools is still not clearly identified.76 Even
without these recently discovered textual materials Lang emphasized the
importance of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags during the development of Tibetan
scholasticism and in the transmission of Madhyamaka thought in Tibet.
Gaining a clear understanding about the transmission of Madhyamaka
thought into Tibet as well as the way of how Pa tshab Nyi ma grags
translated the root text MMK is no doubt a significant task. Further, how
was the Svātantrika and Prāsan
̇ gika distinction understood by Pa tshab Nyi
ma grags? The task requires, first of all, to work on a reliable and complete
edition of the

77

dBu ma rtsa ba'i shes rab kyi ti ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal
bar byed pa zhes bya ba, titled “Commentary on the Prajñā-[nāma] Mūlamadhyamaka [-kārikā], i.e., treatise titled ‘The Illuminating Lampʼ”
ascribed to Pa tshab Nyi ma grags in order to make the manuscript
accessible for future research and translation work.
As Seyfort Ruegg marked out it was Pa tshab Nyi ma grags who
together with Jayānanada introduced the distinction of the Madhyamaka
thought with the notations of Prāsan
̇ gika-Madhyamaka and SvātantrikaMadhyamaka to Tibet in order to distinguish the pure Madhyamaka

Lang 1990, 127.
Vose 2009, 2010, Yonezawa 2019.
77
sic; read
75
76
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thought.78
It is clear that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags was aware of the division of
Svātantrika and Prāsan
̇ gika. The manuscript gives a clear insight about the
“a Mādhyamika who dis-

usage of the terms of

cusses with an independent (*svatantra) [proof]” 6aL6, or in 6aL7 as
“a proponent of the assertion with an independent
(*svatantra) [proof]”, and 7bR3
.
hand, in 8aL2 “*prasanga” is mentioned as

“*Svātantrika”. On the other
and “*Prāsan
̇ gika” in

. These distinctive terms show that Pa tshab Nyi ma

10bR6 as

grags discusses the different standpoints of the subschools already in the
first Chapter 79. This is confirmed by the following sentences: in 13bR8/9:
.
“There is no fault in the *prasanga [proof],…” and
further

on

in

Folio

14aL4:
“For you, it results in

proving the arising [of things] from others; on the other hand, I, a
Mādhyamika, do not assert the arising [of things] from themselves or
others.” Mimaki 80 already mentioned that it might have been Pa tshab Nyi
ma grags who used these terminologies for the first time. As the colophon
states: “The Commentary on the Prajñā-[nāma]-Mūlamadhyamaka[-kārikā], i.e., treatise titled ‘The Illuminating Lamp’ which writes down the way
78

Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 47.

, dBu ma rtsa ba'i shes rab
kyi ti ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed pa, Chapter 1, 8aL2, 10bR6, 13bR8/9,
79

further discussion is found in 14aL4.
80 Mimaki 1983, 163: “If Ye shes sde was the first to use the terms Sautrāntikamādhyamika and Yogācāra- mādhyamika , it still remains to be seen who created the
terms Svātantrika (Rang rgyud pa) and Prāsan
̇ gika (Thal ʼgyur pa). They do not
figure at all in the text of the first diffusion of Buddhism (snga dar). It seems that
they were used for the first time by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags (1055-?) in the phyi dar
period, when he made extensive translations of the texts of Candrakīrti.”(Mimaki,K.
1983:163)
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of explanation by pan. d. ita Hasumati., is completed.” (52bR10- 52bR11), it
seems most likely that Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs understanding of the
distinction between Svātantrika and Prāsan
̇ gika was handed down by his
pan. d. ita Mahāsumati, through the latterʼs teaching in Kaśmīr.
8．Conclusion
From the above remarks, we may draw at this stage the following
conclusions:
First, as seen above, the authorʼs name is not clearly mentioned in the
colophon. It says that pan. d. ita Hasumatiʼs way of explanation was written
down in this commentary. An additional note on the title page (1a) gives
the information that the text was composed by the translator, Pa tshab Nyi
ma grags. This note was most probably inserted later. However, at this
point of research it can reasonably be accepted that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags
was the author even though it is not clearly attributed to him in the
colophon.
Second, analysing the manuscript in detail shows clearly that the
present manuscript is not the original. As seen in section 6.2 on
dittographies and insertion, it can be said in all probability that the script
was copied from the original and after proof reading mistakes were
corrected and missing parts were inserted.
Third, the usage of Sanskrit terms written in Tibetan and occasionally
with abridged scripts including an anusvāra sign attests that the author
was quite familiar with Sanskrit. In the study environment of ancient
Kaśmīr, many scholars, Indian or Tibetan, were using Sanskrit so that the
author could smoothly use Sanskrit terms rather than their Tibetan
equivalents. This is one of the unique characteristics of the manuscript that
reflects the time of 11th to 12th century, when Tibetan scholars studied in
Kaśmīr. In these respects, as well as its content, this text may probably be
considered Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs study notes when he learned from the
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Indian pan. d. ita Mahāsumati (/ Hasumati) during his stay in Kaśmīr.
Lastly, by adopting the terms “philosophical system of the *svatantra”,
.
“*prasanga”, “*Prāsan
̇ gika” and other expressions like “There is no fault in
.
the *prasanga [proof],…” that are mentioned in this manuscript (see section
7), Pa tshab Nyi ma grags clarified his position, i.e. “*Prāsan
̇ gika”, explicitly.
This also confirms the previously given presumption that Pa tshab Nyi mag
grags was aware of the Svātantrika-Prāsan
̇ gika distinction. Later on this
kind of explanation became common in Tibet, emphasizing the clarification
of Mādhyamika school in the light of Prāsan
̇ gika in contrast to the earlier
snga dar) which saw the main influence of *Svātantrika

period (

Madhyamaka with scholars like Bhāviveka, Jñānagarbha, Śāntaraksita, and
̇

Kamalaśīla.

Abbreviations
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Annual Report of the International Research Institute for
Advanced Buddhology, Soka University [Sōka daigaku
kokusai bukkyōgaku kōtō kenkyūjo nenpō] 創価大学・国際
仏教学高等研究所年報

CŚK
CŚT
̇

Catuh. śatakakārikā (by Āryadeva), D3846, P5246.
Bodhisattvayogācāracatuh. śatakat. īkā (by Candrakīrti), D3865,
P5266.

D

sDe dge edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka. sDe dge Tibetan
̇
Tripitaka, bstan 'gyur, Faculty of Letters, Tokyo: University
̇
of Tokyo, 1977-1984.

MA

Madhyamakāvatāra (by Candrakīrti), D3861, P5261, see also
La Vallée Poussin, L. de. Madhyamakāvatāra par Candrakīrti.
St Petersburg: Bibliotheca Buddhica IX, 1907-12.

MABh

Madhyamakāvatārabhās. ya (by Candrakīrti), D3862, P5263,
see also La Vallée Poussin, L. de, Madhyamakāvatāra par
Candrakīrti. St Petersburg: Bibliotheca Buddhica IX, 1907-12.
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MMK

Mūlamadhyamakakārikā (= Prajñā-nama-mūlamadhyamakakārikā) (by Nāgārjuna), D3824, P5224, see also de Jong J. W.
(ed.) Mūlamadhyamakakārikāh. . Madras: Adyar Library and
Research Center, 1977, and see Ye, S. (ed.), 2011.

P

Peking edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka. The Tibetan
̇
Tripit. aka, Peking Edition, Library of Otani University,
Kyoto. Suzuki Gakujutsu Zaidan, Tokyo, 1955-1961.

PSP

Prasannapadā (= Mūlamadhyamaka-vr̥ tti-prasannapadā) (by
Candrakīrti). D 3860, P5260, La Vallée Poussin, L. de.
Mūlamadhyamakakārikas (Mādhyamika sūtras) de Nāgārjuna avec le Prasannapadā Commentaire de Candrakīrti.
Bibliotheca Buddhica IV, St. Petersburg, 1903-13.

RĀ

Ratnāvalī (by Nāgārjuna), D4158, ge 107a1-126a4, P5658, nge
129a5-152b4, see also Hahn 1982.

ŚSK

Śūnyatāsaptatikārikā (by Nāgārjuna), D3827, tsa 24a6-27a1,
P5227, tsa, 27a4-30b3. see Erb 1990 and 1997.

ŚSV

Śūnyatāsaptativr. tti (by Candrakīrti), D3867, P5268, see also
Stcherbatsky, Th. The Central Conception of Buddhism,
London, 1923.

WSTB

Wiener Studien zur Tibetologie und Buddhismuskunde

YSK
̇

Yuktis. as. .tikākārikā (by Nāgārjuna), D 3825, tsa 20b1-22b6, P
5225, tsa 22b2-25a7.

YSV
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Yuktis. as. .tikāvr. tti (by Candrakīrti) D3864 ya 1a1-30b6, P5265,
ya 1a1-33b3, see Scherrer-Schaub 1991, Ye 2013, Li Xuezhu,
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Summary
Introductory Remarks on Pa tshab Nyi ma
gragsʼs Commentary of the
Mūlamadhyamakakārikā
Dörte Kamarid
This article is aimed to make introductory remarks on a recently discovered important material, allegedly Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs commentary on
the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā (MMK) included in those bKa' gdams manuscripts published from the Peltsek Institute for Ancient Tibetan Manuscripts in Lhasa. Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs commentary on the MMK is one
of four successive texts which are all ascribed to him and is introduced in
this article. The name of this commentary on the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā
in Tibetan is

1

, dBu ma rtsa ba'i shes rab kyi ti ka / bstan bcos sGron ma gsal bar byed
pa

zhes

bya

ba,

titled

“Commentary

on

the

Prajñā-[nāma] -

Mūlamadhyamaka [-kārikā], i.e., treatise titled ʻThe Illuminating Lampʼ”
(1a-52bR11).
After a general introduction, the present paper deals with Pa tshab
Nyi ma gragsʼs date, life, and his translation work. Thereafter this paper
outlines the text, giving a brief synopsis of the entire chapters of this
commentary. Further, an overview of the recent research about this
manuscript by contemporary scholars is given. Together with an analysis
of the orthographical and paleographical characteristics of the manuscripts,
I also offer a few preliminary observations on the problem of its authorship.
I also discuss Pa tshab Nyi ma gragsʼs philosophical awareness about the
1

sic; read
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distinction between Prāsan
̇ gika and Svātantrika in the history of the
Mādhyamika school.
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